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neighbours he told the agent that his health, too, wasn't
by any means as good as he liked. He had to take things
easy for a time anyhow. " It's something the doctor can't
qiite make out,** he said. " But London's no place for me.
* I get it there.' " And he indicated the upper buttons of his
wastcoat. " You can't be too careful."
Apart from these sun and air cases the tenants were quiet
men of a certain maturity. They were " comfortably off".
Younger wives or unmarried sisters did for them, and there
was a niece or so and a few children. Both types were agreed
in eschewing strenuousness from all their living and doing,
and everybody in the Prospect, except one man with a cork
leg and the tessellationst, played golf.
The Prospect Club had only an eight hole course, but there
were the Casing links halfway to Brighthampton and further
along, close to the sea, the Brighthampton Borough links.
So that the countryside was always dotted with little intent
groups of baggy knickerbockered men and sympathetically
attired women marching gravely with their instruments and
attendants in the track of an elusive ball, occasionally over-
taking it and pausing to do further execution upon it and
then on again. Day after day and all round the earth the
stern unsmiling golfers marched and smote and marched
again, without haste or laughter. The game had been
endemic in the east of Scotland for some centuries and had
been supposed peculiar to Scotchmen. Then suddenly it had
swept like a pestilence about the earth. No race, was found
to be immune. It is calculated that the number of miles
walked every day in the days of the Golf Age, . . . But
statistics will impair the severity of our narrative !
The elder tenants of Morningside Prospect, were, I have
said, all very similar to one another. Yet they were not a
band of brothers ; they came from many different parts of the
world. Men have speculated about the instinctive elements
in the make-up of certain insects that enable them to find
their way across immense distances to the rare and peculiar
plant or animal upon which they may mate or feed or lay
their eggs. It is a miracle of selection reminding us of that

